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While the movement of goods between India and China are usually 

discussed in terms of trade, these imported and exported 

objects have lives that far exceed their financial value. They 

enter into dialogical relationships with people and their 

desires, values and practices to create new interactions, 

concepts and spaces; a politics that complicates conventional 

understandings of geopolitical exchange. This book traces the 

itineraries of grooming devices.
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Back scratchers

Anandi had a skin infection. The scabs on her 

back would itch. She could not concentrate on 

her work as the irritating sensation spread 

from the centre of her back outwards. These 

were regions of her body that were difficult 

for her fingernails to access. Once while 

walking down the market street Anandi saw a 

strange device. It was a backscratcher. She 

remembered her grandfather having one years 

ago carved from rose wood with lacquer and a 

cast iron metal hand. She was always amused 

by this device that her grandfather deftly 

used to scratch his back with. After her 

grandfather passed the device also somehow 

seemed to have been lost in the process of 

moving houses. Now she had spotted a bunch 

of these plastic back scratchers in neon 

colours, sitting on the make-shift cart of 
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a street vendor. They were so cheap that 

she decided to pick two - one orange and 

one green. What if one got lost somehow 

or broke? Or maybe she could give one to 

her aunt. She would decide what she could 

do with it later. But right now she was 

chuffed that she had discovered such a cheap 

version of her grandfather’s back scratcher 

that could help her through her ordeal. The 

vendor had got this from an agent at the 

Mumbai docks who imported a container full 

of backscratchers from China. He bought them 

for 20 cents and sold them for 50 cents. 

Many people like Anandi would buy more than 

one of them at a time because the price was 

so low. 
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Sex toy 

Priya was an amateur sexuality 

activist and  intimacy coach 

whose goal in life was to help 

people embrace their sexuality, 

have much needed conversations and 

help them fight shame. She ran a 

facebook page and a twitter handle where she 

shared her insights. She also had her own 

YouTube channel where she conducted many 

online sessions. She was keen to help not 

only those who had the class privilege to be 

liberated and come to terms with their own 

sexuality but also those who did not have 

any resources but still had their bodies to 

give them pleasure. On one of her strolls 
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along the arcades of D.N. Road in Mumbai, 

she came across a small pink object sitting 

on a tiny box that said ‘personal massager’. 

On reading the instructions she realised it 

was a sex toy and was amazed that it was so 

readily available on Mumbai’s streets. She 

took it home and tried it out. Very pleased 

that something so inexpensive could be so 

resourceful, she made a short YouTube post 

introducing it to her viewers. Manoj, who 

sold her the device, had obtained it from a 

vendor whose earlier consignment from China 

was back scratchers. 
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Ear cleaning devices

Ear cleaning is a traditional practice both 

in India and China. However in both places 

this practice has been slowly dwindling. 

In India, from what could well be the last 

generation of ear cleaners, we still find a 

few dotting street edges obliging willing 

customers with an occasional  ear cleaning. 

For years they have used metal tools with 

a tiny scoop attached to it and a swab 

of cotton along with hydrogen peroxide. 

They use this to first clean the outer 

ear canal, slowly making their way to the 

inner parts. A 20 cent cleaning job can be 

further enhanced for 40 cents with aromatic 

ayurvedic oils. In China, particularly the 

region of Chengdu is famous for its ear 

cleaning speciality. They use peculiar 

devices that look like tuning forks and 
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feather tipped tools. Cleaning rituals 

can last from 20 to 30 minutes here. 

However with modern medicine and ear 

hygiene awareness in both countries this 

practice is seeing its demise. The gaps 

seem to have been filled by a burgeoning 

industry of modern tools for ear cleaning 

where one can undertake the activity in the 

confines of one’s private spaces as opposed 

to the traditional public practices. A large 

number of these tools that are manufactured 

in China make their way to India. These 

range from simple silicon ear scoops to 

very sophisticated electronic tools that 

have wireless ear scopes, HD resolution 

cameras, rechargeable batteries and lights. 
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Massagers

 

Hasnain’s grandfather’s legs would 

ache. Hasnain would often oblige 

him with a leg massage. He was very 

fond of his grandfather and had grown up 

on the tales his grandfather had lovingly 

woven into his mind. Hasnain had heard of 

Manish market in South Mumbai by the Mumbai 

docks. In the 70s and 80s Manish market was 

a hub for ‘imported goods’. You would get 

tape recorders, radios, mini televisions, 

walkmen and all kinds of goods, Many of 

these were ‘smuggled’ as the import taxes 

were high. Post liberalisation when global 

markets opened many more items found their 

way into Manish market. Now the place has 

become a hub for all kinds of Chinese goods. 

Hasnain was looking for a massager for 

his grandfather and knew he would get it 
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there at a reasonable price. At the market 

Hasnain was spoilt for choice. He had only 

seen his grandfather’s 

hand crafted wooden 

massagers so far. 

He was shown strange 

looking objects. Head 

massagers with blunt needles, 

massagers for the face where tiny electronic 

geers gently massaged the face, electronic 

massagers for the feet, where 

you could adjust vibrations 

from gentle to very aggressive 

massages, full body massage 

tools, the list went on. He was 

amazed that there were people 

actually designing these. He picked up the 

foot massager for his grandfather and also 

a face massager to relieve him of his own 

sinuses.
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Tooth flosser

Girish a Manglorian, living 

in Mumbai had turned half 

vegetarian. He was very picky about the 

meat he would eat. He was particularly 

irritated when the fibrous food he ate stuck 

in his teeth. He would pick up small wooden 

toothpicks at restaurants and often also 

ordered them online to stock at home. Once 

on his visit to his relatives in Mangalore, 

a second city in South India, his elder 

cousin showed him a strange object. It was 

a small plastic curved device with a string 

attached to it. He said it was a tooth flosser 

and was very good particular post a chicken 

meal. Girish checked online and found many 

suppliers who sold those. He decided to now 

stock these tooth pick cum flossers. One day 

on a visit to his dentist to take care of 
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a painful root canal, the dentist informed 

him of another kind of flosser. A jet spray, 

which he said was a lot more gentle for his 

teeth. This device too, like the tooth pick 

cum flosser, was designed and manufactured 

in China. Girish found better deals on a 

Chinese online portal.
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Itinerant Desires looks at the lives of some ‘usual and unusual 

commodities’ as they travel from China to India to inhabit a 

transactional object/space, a scaffold. This scaffold draws 

its form from the urbanity of Mumbai, where high densities and 

intensities of built form create new vectors for activities, 

networks, and livelihoods while providing, in the museum, a 

space for intimacies and rest. 
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